The most exciting city in the South offers a diversified variety of activities for all age groups. Plan your time carefully between the Civil War past and the 21st century future.

Atlanta, "first city of the South," offers a wide variety of activities and scenic sights for the family during the Club Managers Assn. of America Annual Conference February 14-19. The average precipitation for February is 4.5 inches. The temperature normally reaches a high of 54 degrees and a low of 38 degrees in February. Dress for women ranges from tailored pants suits and dresses in the downtown area to tailored and cocktail evening wear. The winter months are cold enough for heavy woolens and a warm coat. A coat and tie for the men is a must in most of Atlanta's lounges and restaurants.

Underground Atlanta

Underground Atlanta, Hunter St. and Central Ave., S.W., 524-0461, is a $5 million restoration of a four-block section of Old Atlanta around the turn of the century. About 125 shops, restaurants and entertainment centers capture the mood and atmosphere of the nineties. Some are listed below.

Night life

The Apothecary Lounge, 577-7664. Popular jazz.


Belle Watling's Music Hall, 524-3842. Entertainment from the lady of fame from "Gone With the Wind."

The Burning of Atlanta Bar, 524-3842. Intimate room re-creates the burning of Atlanta.

Dante's Down the Hatch, 577-5150. Fondue, wines and cheeses featured aboard an old pirate ship tied to a pier.

P.J. Kenney's Saloon, 577-3355. Re-creation of the area's most memorable saloon.

Ruby Red's Warehouse, 577-2748. Roaring Twenties complete with banjo band.

Scarlet O'Hara's, 524-8011. Las Vegas type entertainment.

Sgt. Pepper's, 523-8862. Rock music and dancing.

Dining

The Blarney Stone Restaurant, 577-7068. Authentic Irish cuisine.

Binnacle Bay, 523-3428. Specializing in fresh seafood.

Chessboard, 577-9418. No menu, dinner served with seven courses, including three or more entrees, fine wine at modest prix fixe.

Crêpes de France, 688-4516. Specialty crêpes.

W.D. Crowley, 688-2693. Hearth-charcoaled steak and lobster.


Grandma's Biscuits, 524-0909. Giant hot biscuit sandwiches.

Rue de Paris, 523-6252. French cuisine.

Shaheen's, 688-1188. Lebanese cuisine.

Spanish Village, 523-5120. Mexican cuisine.

The Old Spaghetti Mill, 524-6571. Inexpensive, Italian food.

Dining in Atlanta

French or French-Continental cuisine

The Abbey, 669 Peachtree, N.W. Transformed neo-Gothic church, entertainment.

Chateau Fleur de Lis, 2470 Cheshire Bridge Rd. Expensive, dancing in lounge.


Justine's, 3109 Piedmont Rd., N.E. Georgian plantation architecture.

(Continued on page 100)
The most sought after public speaker in America, Ralph Nader, will provide the opening fireworks for the 43d annual Golf Course Superintendents Assn. of America International Turfgrass Conference and Show in Cincinnati, Ohio, February 13 to 18.

Nader, whose investigations on behalf of consumers has focused critical attention on practices within American industries, most noticeably the automotive and food ones, will speak on some aspect of golf.

Two possible areas of Nader's talk could be the preferential assessment of country clubs (see April, 1971, GOLFDOM, "What's Behind Nader's Attack on Golf?" p. 53). In a Letter to the Editor in July, 1971, Nader discusses the question of preferential assessment of green spaces at exclusive clubs and has emphasized to GOLFDOM that he is not against golf, but what he feels are some of the inequities which surround the taxation of country clubs. Another possible topic for Nader could be the area of pesticide usage and regulation.

It's a very positive step by the GCSAA to invite a critic of portions of the golf industry. The meeting could open dialogue and clear up some of the misunderstandings, and possibly find some solutions toward correcting problems.

Comparison of the educational program this year as opposed to last year shows GCSAA's commitment to tackle some of the major problems plaguing golf course superintendents. A complete day, Monday, February 14, will be devoted to environmental issues. The topics of golf turf chemicals and legislative regulations should provide an insight into the chemical controversy. Tuesday morning features the opening of the exhibits. The afternoon session is devoted to management, including accounting procedures, record keeping, training techniques and communications.

A surprising addition to the educational program is the Wednesday session, which is devoted entirely to golf cars.

The Thursday morning session deals with progress in mechanization in golf course maintenance, motivation and effective use of manpower. The afternoon session discusses GCSAA research grant reports. The final session on Friday morning is a panel discussion on the thinking superintendent.

On the show side of the conference, golf course irrigation innovations feature the total automatic system. Centrally located systems with push button control and low maintenance and installation emphasize flexibility and availability to the superintendent, as well as reduced manpower over manual systems. Among capabilities touted by manufacturers are: the ability to syringe dried out areas, use in conjunction with chemical applications, and the ability to wash off dew. The ability to water the entire course, or one hole at a time is also an advantage of the new irrigation systems. Manual systems can be converted to automatic with little disruption.

Another significant area of the GCSAA show will be in the golf car and battery section. The introduction of total power systems for electric golf cars takes some of the guessing out of battery charging. Battery charger packages that determine the condition of the battery and then automatically charge for the proper amount of time (thus elim-
The only work car as good as our golf car...Harley-Davidson.

And you know how good that is. You see more and more Harley-Davidson golf cars on America's top courses. We build Utilicars with the same care, the same idea that only "perfect" will do. The same way we've been putting power on wheels for over 67 years. That's why they're such hard-working, long-lasting cars. So economical to own and operate. And why they're so widely accepted for industrial uses. Choose from six body styles, cabs and other options to match your jobs. Choose gasoline power with simple, reliable automatic transmission plus instant ignition starting that ends wasteful idling. Get a demonstration today from your Harley-Davidson dealer...the place to go for fast, dependable service, too. And be sure to look closely at our brand new high strength industrial bumper (not shown). It's tough. Or write: Manager, Commercial Car Division, AMF | HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 3700 West Juneau Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201.
Dacthal preemergence herbicide drives out over 20 annual grassy and broadleaf invaders, including crabgrass and Poa annua. It prevents weeds—kills the seeds as they germinate.


Dacthal won’t leach out with frequent waterings. Yet, it degrades in one season...is not persistent in the soil!

Send coupon for a helpful Total Turf Care dial on turf diseases and weeds. Just dial your problem, read the answers.

BE DIAMOND SURE!
Follow the tournaments for the results on Toro

More tournament golf courses have installed Toro underground sprinkler equipment in the past few years than any other:

- Augusta National G. C., Augusta, Georgia
- Colonial C. C., Memphis, Tennessee
- Doral C. C., Miami, Florida
- Hidden Hills C. C., Jacksonville, Florida
- Inverrary Golf and Racquet Club, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
- Pebble Beach G. Links, Pebble Beach, California

As well as championship courses such as:

- Bellerive C. C., Creve Coeur, Missouri
- C. C. of North Carolina, Pinehurst, North Carolina
- Coldstream C. C., Cincinnati, Ohio
- Innisbrook G. & C. C., Tarpon Springs, Florida
- Joint Links of St. Andrews, St. Andrews, Scotland
- Los Angeles C. C., Los Angeles, California
- National Golf Links of America, Southampton, New York
- Oakmont C. C., Oakmont, Pennsylvania
- Pine Valley G. C., Clementon, New Jersey
- Sea Island G. C., St. Simons Island, Georgia
- Tilleham G. & C. C., Tallahassee, Florida
- Winged Foot Club, Mamaroneck, New York

Part of the reason is Toro's leadership in sprinkler head and control technology.

(Toro invented the first Valve-in-Head. The first two-speed head. And the Vari-Time Central Control System.)

Part of the reason is cost. In spite of the advancements, Toro is competitively priced.

But more important are the kind of results you get with Toro.

Follow the tournaments and see for yourself.

The Toro Company
Moist O'Matic Division
P. O. Box 489
Riverside, California 92502
complete line of golf course equipment

From tee to green, around the traps and over the creeks . . . . whatever you need for your golf course, you can get it from one reliable source . . . . Standard. Standard can provide you with the most modern, attractive, yet durable golf course equipment.

Some of the products that Standard manufactures are personalized flags, flag poles, Porta-Span(R) bridges, Spike Kleeners, tee markers and all sizes and types of signs. These products are designed and engineered to give you years of use with little or no upkeep and repair. An example is the new plastic coating that's applied to all tee markers, Spike Kleener bases, consoles and sign frames. This plastic coating is bonded to the metal to eliminate rusting, chipping or marring.

Standard is the standard of the industry with over 45 years experience in this highly specialized field. Whatever you need for your golf course, contact Standard or your closest Standard distributor. Write for the FREE, full color catalog today and the name of your nearest distributor.

STANDARD MFG. CO.
220 East Fourth St. - Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613
YOUR HAND IS YOUR TOOL KIT.

Toro's Spartan® 7 gang mower gives you more cutting time, by reducing your adjustment time up to 75%. A single knob adjusts the bedknife to the reel, easily, without tools. Increased structural rigidity allows it to hold the adjustment longer, and lowers maintenance costs.

Made with a 7 blade reel for semiformal and formal turf, the Spartan adjusts from ¼ inch to 2 inches. New 5-blade reel for golf roughs. And new 9-blade reel for Bent and Bermuda Fairways, and other fine turf areas, make the Spartan even more versatile.

Changeable wheels meet varying traction and transport needs. See the Spartan 7 at your local Toro Turf Distributor.